Purpose

Command NONFCST specifies that the run will not include any COMPUTE or EXECUTE commands.

The commands that follow a NONFCST command must be maintenance type commands such as DEFINE or DELETE which can change the contents of the HCL files.

The NONFCST command must be the first command in the run. If the NONFCST command appears elsewhere in the run it will be ignored.

Format

   @NONFCST

Example

The following example shows how an OPTION called MDR2 could be defined. Note that the NONFCST command appears before the DEFINEL with a DUMPSYS command to display all named Options following the DEFINEL. No Functions can be computed in the run.

    @NONFCST
    @DEFINEL OPTION NAME=MDR2
          MDRONLY (A ARKAN1, ARKAN2, RED1)
    @DUMPSYS OPTION